Some Very Important Prophetic Words from Arthur Burt
Arthur Burt1 is a preacher who has to often rely on Holy Spirit to speak through him since he had a
stroke. He can’t recall all he’s to speak on so he opens his mouth and Holy Spirit gives him what to
say. This means what is spoken is direct from heaven and not influenced by a man’s flesh.
Here are some of statements Holy Spirit has spoken through him2:
"We are not soon to enter the (Feast of Tabernacles); we have already entered it. Only those who
have ears to hear will experience it. You must 'come out' before you can ever 'enter in'."
Arthur’s interpretation of this is that to arrive at something new, you must leave something old. God
wants to pour out new wine, but he’ll only pour it into new wineskins. New wineskins by definition
are the wineskins of those prepared to receive new wine.
"God is about to do something entirely new in music; something entirely new."
"We are coming to a place of being led of the Spirit of God in all we do. This is happening in a
remnant company of believers now. The evidence in their lives of God's power, favor, and
blessing will be a testimonial example for the Body. Many attributes make up that remnant
company, but one of the most extraordinary is the revelation of John 5:30 "Of my ownself I can
do nothing...""
Arthur’s interpretation of this is we are only prepared to be used of God when we realize that we
can do nothing apart from him. When we partner with God on an task, it is Him doing the work not
us. Therefore, we can never accept the glory – it belongs to him only.
"The stone has been rolled away and the resurrected Body is coming forth, into the light.
Physical evidence for all to see is now manifesting in the remnant body. This Third Day
Company will do mighty exploits in my name and glorify me. Do not grow weary in well-doing
(obeying me), and soon extreme physical evidence of my hand upon you will avail itself. I will
glorify myself through my remnant company."
"I will soon separate the prophets into two clearly distinctive groups – those that are in it for the
money, and those who are not. Those who are not will offer a pure word from having heard my
voice. Many who have gained name recognition (in my name) as significantly prophetic are not;
while others who have remained hidden and unassuming ARE! My true prophets speak to the
heart (spirit), while the false speak to the head (intellect)."
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1 - www.arthurburt.com
2 - All quotes are from: “We have Entered the Feast Of Tabernacles” by Arthur Burt (http://65583.netministry.com/Articles-and-Prophetic-Words?
blogid=2093&view=post&articleid=24342&fldKeywords=&fldAuthor=&fldTopic=0)

